COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEMBERS:

Robert Muckel, Associate Professor of Biology (Doane College, Crete, Nebraska 68333) writes: I am interested in collecting and sharing information from smaller undergraduate institutions on biology curricula. It seems to me that a good way to do this would be by conducting a survey through BIOSCENE and/or through discussions at the annual meeting. If you are interested in such a survey, write to Bob. Perhaps, your comments can frame an interesting discussion at the annual meeting.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Education: Rockhurst College, the Jesuit College in Kansas City, seeks an Assistant Professor in education for August 1983 with Ph.D. or Ed.D. and background in math/science education and teacher education. Teaching experience in elementary or secondary schools required. Candidate should be committed to working in a teacher education program with general education/multi-cultural emphasis. Responsibilities include undergraduate teaching, supervision of student teachers and college service as appropriate. Closing date for application is April 20, 1983. Send curriculum vitae to: Susan Adler, Education Department, Rockhurst College, 5225 Troost Avenue, Kansas City, MO 64110. Rockhurst is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

MEETINGS CALENDAR:

APRIL '83

MAY '83
1-4 May. ASM Conference on Gene Manipulations in the Exploitation and Study of Fungi. South Bend, Ind. Mildred Schwartznau, ASH, 1913 1 St., NW, Washington, DC 20006.


4-8 May. C. elegans.
11-15 May. Microbial Development.
18-22 May. RNA Processing.
25-29 May. RNA-TV.
1-8 June. Symposium on Molecular Neurobiology.
16-21 August. Yeast.
23-28 August. Phage and Bacterial Regulatory Mechanisms.
31 August - 4 September. Modern Approaches to Vaccines.
6-11 September. The Transformed Cell.


JUNE '83
7-11 June. Wind River Conference on Genetic Exchange (27th). Estes Park, Colo. Donald A. Morrison, Dept. of Biological Sciences, University of Illinois, box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680.

JULY '83